
The funds raised in the charity auction will be used as following: 
 

„Salvation Army in the Czech Republic provides besides asylum accommodation also 
preventive programs for mothers with children, youths and seniors. One of such facilities is 
the community center in Krnov. The community center is open every day for children that 
spend their free time here. They can choose from a range of activities like English language 
courses, cooking, self-defense and of course games. Some children also do their school 
preparations here. A very popular part of this facility is the suburban camp „Havaj“. 
The community center has undergone a reconstruction this year, so the raised funds will be 
used for equipping the clubroom for the children. Thank you for your support! 

Jakub Vopelák, Fundraising Development Director of the Salvation Army in Czech Republic 

 

We try to lead the Children's home in Zruč nad Sázavou in the form of a family kind of 
children's home. For this the facilites and organization of the work with children have been 
specially adapted. As a rule we allways keep siblings in the same family group, regardles of 
age – this way the age in the sibling family groups can range from pre-school to young adults. 
For leisure time the children's home offers a number of activities such as cycling, sports, 
cooking, dancing, recitation, aerobics, pottery or singing. 
„We would use the raised funds for modernizing the computer equipment of the children's 
clubrooms in order to make it up to date with the current trends and to provide a further 
opportunity of personal development for the children. Once again we would like to thank 
you very much and we are pleased that you have chosen us.“ 

Irena  Taclová, matron of the Children's home in Zruč nad Sázavou 

 
The philosophy of the Foundation Archa Chantal is humanizing and improving the medical 
facilities for children. All of our effort aims to create a charming environment that will 
positively effect the psyche of sick children. The projects are developed by architects and 
designers based on the requirements and special needs of particular hospital departments in 
cooperation with child psychologists, doctors and nurses. 
„We would use the raised funds for a project in the Motol hospital in Prague – Reception of 
the Children department“ 
Mgr. Tereza Valentová, Director of the foundation Archa Chantal 

 
 


